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ConnectivityThe Drosophila central brain is composed of approximately 100 paired lineages, with most lineages
comprising 100–150 neurons. Most lineages have a number of important characteristics in common.
Typically, neurons of a lineage stay together as a coherent cluster and project their axons into a coherent
bundle visible from late embryo to adult. Neurons born during the embryonic period form the primary axon
tracts (PATs) that follow stereotyped pathways in the neuropile. Apoptotic cell death removes an average of
30–40% of primary neurons around the time of hatching. Secondary neurons generated during the larval
period form secondary axon tracts (SATs) that typically fasciculate with their corresponding primary axon
tract. SATs develop into the long fascicles that interconnect the different compartments of the adult brain.
Structurally, we distinguish between three types of lineages: PD lineages, characterized by distinct, spatially
separate proximal and distal arborizations; C lineages with arborizations distributed continuously along the
entire length of their tract; D lineages that lack proximal arborizations. Arborizations of many lineages, in
particular those of the PD type, are restricted to distinct neuropile compartments. We propose that
compartments are “scaffolded” by individual lineages, or small groups thereof. Thereby, the relatively small
number of primary neurons of each primary lineage set up the compartment map in the late embryo.
Compartments grow during the larval period simply by an increase in arbor volume of primary neurons.
Arbors of secondary neurons form within or adjacent to the larval compartments, resulting in smaller
compartment subdivisions and additional, adult speciﬁc compartments.© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
The Drosophila CNS, comprised of the ventral nerve cord and brain,
is formed in the early embryo through successive waves of neuroblast
(NB) delamination followed by several cycles of cell division. One brain
hemisphere comprises approximately 100 neuroblasts, which have
been mapped topologically and with regard to their pattern of gene
expression in previous papers (Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 1996;
Urbach and Technau, 2003; Sprecher et al., 2007). During the
embryonic period, each neuroblast produces a lineage of 10 to 16
cells, the primary neurons and glia. Similar to what had been found
previously in developing brains of other insect species (Truman,1990),
we observed that neurons belonging to the same lineage remain
clustered together; what is more, their axons form a coherent bundle,
the primary axon tract (PAT; Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 2006). During
late embryogenesis primary neurons form dendritic and axonal
arborizations that, together with sheath-like processes formed by
glial cells, establish the neuropile compartments of the larval brain.Neurobiology, King's College
l rights reserved.After a period of mitotic quiescence that lasts until midlarval
development, neuroblasts resume their activity, undergoing between
an estimated 40 to 75 additional rounds of mitosis that produce
secondary neurons (Ito andHotta,1992; Dumstrei et al., 2003a; Bello et
al., 2008). Similar to primary axons, axons of a given secondary lineage
fasciculate with each other, thereby forming discrete bundles (sec-
ondary axon tracts, or SATs) whose invariant trajectory enabled us to
map all brain lineages for the late larval brain (Dumstrei et al., 2003a,
Pereanu and Hartenstein, 2006). Most secondary neurons do not
differentiate in the larva. Thus, SATs remain unbranched bundles until
the pupal period, when secondary lineages form proximal branches
(dendrites) and terminal branches (axons) that, together with
remodeled primary neurons become integrated, into the adult brain.
TheDrosophila brain is characterized functionally and anatomically
by distinct compartments. Compartments are rich in terminal neurite
branching and synapses; they are the neuropile domains in which
signal processing takes place. Examples of ﬂy brain compartments are
the calyx of themushroom body, the antennal lobe, or central complex
(Strausfeld, 1976). Neuropile compartments are surrounded by more
or less dense layers of glial cells, as well as bundles of long ﬁbers that
interconnect compartments (Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 2003;
Pereanu et al., 2009). It has become clear that at least in some cases,
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The mushroom body, to give but one example, is formed by four
lineages. If the neuroblasts of these lineages are ablated, the
compartments of the mushroom body (calyx, peduncle, lobes) are
also missing (Ito et al., 1997; Malun, 1998). But how typical is the
mushroom body and its lineages for the central brain in general?
To answer this question, and learn about the structure of lineages
in relationship to compartments in general, we undertook an analysis
of the development of many different brain lineages from the
embryonic to adult stage. In previous works, primary lineages of the
Drosophila thoracic and abdominal neuromeres were studied by
applying DiI to individual neuroblasts in the early embryo (Bossing et
al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997,1999). All lineages labeled in this manner
were imaged in late (stage 16) embryos, a stage when the primary
axon tracts have formed, but little terminal branching has occurred.
Therefore, the manner in which individual lineages contribute to
discrete domains within the neuropile of the embryonic ventral nerve
cord was not further studied. More recently, a detailed map of the
secondary lineages of thoracic neuromeres was published by Truman
et al. (2004). Similar to the brain lineages (Pereanu and Hartenstein,
2006), lineages of the ventral nerve cord form coherent clusters that
each emit an SAT. SATs followed reproducible pathways within the
neuropile, which served as the main criterion for identiﬁcation. Like
their counterparts in the brain, secondary lineages of the nerve cord
postpone terminal arborization until metamorphosis, and the char-
acteristics of this process have not yet been elucidated.
In order to image individual lineages, Drosophila developmental
genetics offers two alternative approaches to the injection of dyes.
One is to generate positively labeled clones by the ﬂip-out technique
(Ito et al., 1997) or MARCM technique (Lee and Luo, 2001). The second
technique employs Gal4-driver constructs (Brand and Perrimon,
1993) that are stably expressed in one or a few lineages. Clonal
analysis targets random lineages and does not allow one to follow a
given lineage throughout development. Speciﬁc Gal4-lines do not
have this disadvantage, but so far have been described for only very
few lineages, including the four mushroom body lineages (Ito et al.,
1997), the atonal-positive BLD5 lineage (Hassan et al., 2000; Zheng et
al., 2006), three lineages associated with the antennal lobe (Stocker et
al., 1997; Lai et al., 2008), and several lineages forming the fan-shaped
body (Ito and Awasaki, 2008). Active screens are under way to
generate a library of markers that covers all lineages (Pfeiffer et al.,
2008). In this paper we have employed the clonal approach and a few
select markers to address a number of unexplored properties of
neuronal lineages. What is the dynamics of birth and growth of
lineages in the embryo? Are lineages affected by cell death? How do
the tracts formed by primary neurons and secondary neurons of one
and the same lineage relate to each other? Do secondary axons
fasciculate with their primary counterparts, or do secondary axons
target neuropile compartments independent of the corresponding
primary axons? How do lineages and compartment boundaries relate?
It is known for the lineages that form the mushroom body that
dendritic and axonal arborizations are highly restricted: Dendritic
arbors of all mushroom body neurons, formed by four lineages, are
restricted to the small compartment called calyx; all axons are
restricted to the peduncle and lobes. But are the four mushroom body
lineages an exception, or the rule? Similarly, do all lineages show
deﬁned input and output region like the mushroom body lineages?
Answers to these questions will be helpful for future studies following
the lineage-based approach to brain connectivity.
Materials and methods
Markers
The brain neuropile was labeled with an antibody against Droso-
phila N-cadherin (DNcad; Iwai et al., 1997; Developmental StudiesHybridoma Bank) or against Drosophila Bruchpilot (Brp; Develop-
mental Studies Hybridoma Bank Nc82). Both proteins are enriched in
synapses and serve as markers for compartments. Glial cells were
labeled by Nrv2-Gal4+UAS-GFP (Sun et al., 1999). Secondary neurons
and axon tracts were labeled by antibodies against Drosophila
Neurotactin (Nrt; de la Escalera et al., 1990; Hortsch et al., 1990;
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank BP106) and DE-cadherin
(Dumstrei et al., 2003a, b). The Nrt epitope appears on all neurons, but
in a stage speciﬁc manner. Differentiated primary neurons do not
express it any longer in the late larva, so that only the emerging
secondary neurons are labeled. Embryonic primary axon tracts were
labeled by UAS-Synaptobrevin-GFP (Estes et al., 2000; kindly
provided by Dr. K. Ito) driven by elav-Gal4 (available from the
Bloomington Stock Center). As driver lines for speciﬁc lineages we
used engrailed-Gal4 (enGal4; Tabata et al., 1995) and period-Gal4
(perGal4; Kaneko and Hall, 2000).
Fly stocks and egg collections
As wild-type stock we used Oregon R. Flies were grown under
standard conditions at room temperature (25 °C). Egg collections
were done on yeasted apple juice agar plates (Ashburner, 1989).
Hatching larvae were transferred to Petri dishes ﬁlled with standard
ﬂy food at a density of three to ﬁve individuals per cc of food. Larvae
were collected at desired time points and brains were dissected in
PEMS (.1 M Pipes, 2 mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.0) buffered 4%
formaldehyde.
To label individual lineages derived from single brain neuroblasts
with GFP we used the FLP/FRT system (Golic et al., 1997), and
screened the brains using confocal microscopy. We used a ﬂy stock
containing the construct UAS NstopNCD8GFP (kindly provided by Dr.
Kei Ito) recombined with a construct containing the heat shock
promoter driving ﬂipase. Heat shocking embryos activate ﬂipase
which in-turn drives homologous recombination between the FRT
sites. This removes the stop sequence upstream of GFP and allows
expression of GFP driven by any appropriate GAL4 driver. We used a
membrane targeted version of GFP so that cells bodies and neuronal
projections could be clearly visualized. We chose the armadillo-GAL4
driver (Bloomington Stock Center) as it is active well before NB
delamination. We found that a heat shock period of 20 min was an
ideal time period to label 1 or 2 separate NBs within the brain. Eggs
were collected for 45 min and then allowed to develop at 25 °C. To
label the entire lineage from one NB, heat shock was applied at 3 h
after egg collection. For screening, embryos were aligned in numbered
rows similar to the method used for egg injection. We found that GFP
expression could be detected at about stage 12 (staging according to
Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1997). We screened embryos for GFP
expression and only used embryos with 1 or 2 well separated labeled
cells in our analysis.
For the generation of selected GFP labeled clones among the en-
grailed-positive lineages, a stock containing a recombinant chromo-
some was constructed: enGal4 UAS mCD8::GFPLL, UAS-nlslacZ20b on
chromosomal arm 2R and FRT 82B tubP-GAL80LL3 on chromosome 3.
To generate MARCM clones (Lee and Luo, 2001), +; UAS-mCD8::
GFPLL5, UAS-nlslacZ20b; FRT82B (Bello et al., 2003) males were
crossed to females of the MARCM driver stock hsFLP; en-GAL4 UAS
mCD8::GFPLL, UAS-nlslacZ20b; FRT82B tubP-GAL80LL3, resulting in
wild-type clones of GFP-expressing cells. For clones in the period-
expressing lineages, a stock containing the following was constructed:
perGAL4,UAS mCD8GFP on chromosome 2 and FRT19A,hsFLP,tub-
GAL80 on the X chromosome. To visualizeMARCM clones in the period
lineages, the MARCM driver stock FRT19A,hsFLP,tubGAL80/y; per-
GAL4,UAS mCD8GFP (males) were crossed to FRT19A homozygous
females (gift from Chris Doe; Rolls and Doe, 2004). For MARCM
experiments (Lee and Luo, 2001), embryos of the appropriate
genotype were collected on standard cornmeal/yeast/agar medium
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25 °C for 21 to 25 h before heat shock treatment. Heat shock induction
of FLP was done at 37 °C for 60 min.
Immunohistochemistry and histology
The Nc82, BP106, BP104 and anti-DNcad antibodies were diluted
1:20,1:10,1:20, and 1:25, respectively. Secondary antibodieswere Cy3
conjugated anti-rat Ig (Jackson Laboratories) and FITC-conjugated
anti-mouse Ig (Jackson Laboratories) used at a 1:100 dilution.
Standard antibody labeling procedures were followed (e.g., Ashbur-
ner, 1989). Some preparations were counterstained with the nuclear
marker Sytox green (Molecular Probes; added at a concentration of
1:10,000 to one of the ﬁnal washing steps before mounting). For
histology and electron microscopy, larval brains were dissected and
ﬁxed in 2% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 20 min, followed by a
postﬁxation for 30 min in a mixture of 1% osmium tetroxide and 2%
glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M cacodylate buffer (on ice). Specimens were
washed several times in PBS and dehydrated in graded ethanol and
acetone (all steps on ice). Preparations were left overnight in a 1:1
mixture of Epon and acetone and then for 5-10 h in unpolymerized
Epon. Theywere transferred tomolds, oriented, and placed at 60 °C for
24 h to permit polymerization of the Epon. Blocks were sectioned
(60 nm). Sections were mounted on net grids (Ted Pella) and treated
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Samples were sectioned by the
Microscopic Techniques Laboratory and examined using the JEOL
100CX transmission electron microscope at the Electron Microscope
Laboratory of the UCLA Brain Research Institute.
Cell counts
We followed two independent approaches to count cells in
embryonic and larval brains. (1) The average cell diameter was
calculated from measurements taken from confocal sections (ﬁve
brains, several hundred neurons). Assuming the shape of a
truncated octahedron (this type of polyhedron comes closest to a
sphere and at the same time tessellates into a solid volume) the
average volume of a neuron was determined. The overall volume of
the brain cortex was measured from 3D segmentations (see below)
and divided by the neuronal volume. Note that neurons and glial
cells will be both included in this number; glia accounts for less
than 5% of the overall cell number in the late embryonic/early larval
brain (Hartenstein et al., 1998; Pereanu et al., 2005). (2) Nuclei were
automatically segmented from each section of a stack with labeled
nuclei using the watershed algorithm, as implemented in ImageJ's
Find Maxima function. Nuclei from cells that are small and/or near
each other were frequently observed to be fused, having no
distinguishable border between them. In order to avoid under-
counting, each section of the stack was ﬁrst convolved (using
ImageJ's built-in Convolve function) using a kernel designed for the
particular size of nucleus in the dataset. The number of maxima was
then counted for the stack and divided by the number of sections in
which a single nucleus appears. The program was run on ﬁve
representative L1 and late embryonic brains in which neurons were
labeled with the nuclear marker Sytox. The results of both methods
coincided closely: Calculating neurons based on volume yielded
2627 cells for embryo, and 1730 for early larva; the corresponding
numbers resulting from automatic segmentation and were 2576 and
1828, respectively.
Generation of three-dimensional models
Staged Drosophila larval and adult brains labeled with suitable
markers were viewed as whole-mounts by confocal microscopy
[Biorad MRC 1024ES microscope using Biorad Lasersharp version 3.2
software; lenses: 40× oil (numerical aperture 1.0; WD 0.17). Completeseries of optical sections were taken at 2-μm intervals. Digitized
images of confocal sections were imported into the Amira (www.
amiravis.com) program. Since sectionswere taken from focal planes of
one and the same preparation, there was no need for alignment of
different sections. All models were generated using the Amira
software package. Surface rendered digital atlas models were created
by manually labeling each lineage and neuropile compartment within
a series of confocal images.
Results
Growth of primary lineages in the Drosophila embryo
The embryonic brain is formed by an invariant set of approximately
100 neuroblasts which proliferate in a stem cell mode, each neuroblast
producing a lineage comprising neurons and (in some cases) glial cells
(Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 1996, 2006; Urbach and Technau, 2003).
Cells produced during the embryonic period are referred to as primary
neurons, those added in the larva represent the secondary neurons.
Primary neurons start differentiating between nine and twelve h of
embryogenesis (stages 13–15). At this stage, lineages can be
recognized as cone shaped cell clusters distributed rather evenly
over the periphery of the brain. Axons formed by neurons of the same
lineage fasciculate and form a simple, unbranched bundle, called
primary axon tract (PAT). Axonal and dendritic branches of the PATs
form the emerging neuropile compartments. Using location and
axonal trajectory as a criterion, primary lineages and the compart-
ments they are topologically associated with were subdivided into ten
discrete classes called dorso-posterior medial (DPM), dorso-posterior
lateral (DPL), dorso-anterior medial (DAM), dorso-anterior lateral
(DAL), centro-posterior medial (CM), centro-posterior (CP), mush-
room body (MB), baso-posterior lateral (BL), baso-anterior (BA) and
tritocerebral (TR). These classes of lineages and their characteristic
trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 1 (Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 2006;
TR lineages not shown).
In order to study the structure and growth dynamics of neuronal
lineages in embryos, labeled clones of primary neurons were
generated by activating GFP through heat pulse induced ﬂip-out
(Golic et al., 1997) at stage 9 (3–4 h post egg laying), the beginning of
neuroblast proliferation. Clone sizes and PATs were assayed at three
stages of embryonic development, stage 13/14 (9–10 h), stage 15/
16early (12–13 h), and stage 16late/17 (15–17 h). Based on their
position and axon trajectory we were able to assign most clones to the
discrete classes deﬁned previously (Younossi-Hartenstein et al.,
2006). Fig. 2 illustrates representative clones for the different groups
of lineages and documents clone sizes and PAT lengths. Clone sizes
were relatively uniform and ranged around eight to ten cells at stage
13/14, and ten to twelve cells at stage 16late/17 (Fig. 2).
Primary axon tracts start to form at stage 13/14 and, for the large
majority of lineages, increase to an average length that lies in the
range of 15–20 μm in late embryos (Fig. 2V). Up to stage 15/16early,
PATs are more or less straight, unbranched ﬁber bundles that extend
radially from the cell body cluster into the neuropile. In the late
embryo (stage 16late/17; panels of third column in Fig. 2), most PATs
have formed short secondary branches and grown to their ﬁnal length
and characteristic shape. It is worthmentioning that the lineages of all
classes behave rather uniformly in regard to axonal extension (Fig.
2V). Thus, during the ﬁrst 3 h of neuronal differentiation, between
stage 13 and 15, PATs grow slowly at a rate of 1–2 μm per hour. This
estimate was calculated by dividing the difference in average length of
PATs between these stages by the number of hours separating them.
Only mushroom body lineages show a faster axon growth. By stage 15,
PATs of all lineages range between 6 and 12 μm in average length. Axon
extension speeds up slightly during the time interval between stage
15 and 17, when the large majority of PATs reach a length that falls
within the range of 10–20 μm.
Fig. 1. Projection of groups of neural lineages of the Drosophila central brain. (A) Z-projection of horizontal confocal sections of a late stage 15 brain hemisphere, labeled with UAS-
synaptobrevin-GFP driven by elav-Gal4 which visualizes primary lineages. Medial is to the left, anterior down. Z-projection was generated by combining ten contiguous focal planes
taken at 1 μm increment; it represents a “slice” of the brain containing the ventral lineages and compartments. Lineages can be recognized by characteristically positioned primary
axon tracts; one tract, formed by one of the BL lineages, is shown as example. (B, C) 3D digital models of late embryonic brain hemisphere; B presents dorsal view (anterior to the top),
E shows lateral view (anterior to the left). Brain is outlined in grey. Primary axon tracts of groups of primary lineages are rendered in different colors. Emerging compartments are
rendered in the same colors as the groups of lineages that most strongly contribute to (scaffold) the corresponding compartment. The same color key is applied throughout panels B–
F. Horizontal hatched lines in C demarcate boundaries between the dorsal cerebrum (F), middle cerebrum (E), and ventral cerebrum (D). Groups of lineages located at these levels are
shown separately in a dorsal view in the models presented in panels D–F. Here, aside from the primary axon tract, a lineage is schematically represented by a colored sphere and
identiﬁed by acronyms (BA baso-anterior; BL baso-lateral; CM centro-medial; CP centro-posterior; DAM dorso-anterior medial; DAL dorso-anterior lateral; DPL dorso-posterior
lateral; DPM dorso-posterior medial; MB mushroom body; for detail, see Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 2006). Abbreviations of compartments are identiﬁed by black capital letter
without sphere: BA baso-anterior; BC baso-central; BPL baso-posterior lateral; BPM baso-posterior medial; CA centro-anterior; CPI centro-posterior intermediate; CPL centro-
posterior lateral; CPLd dorsal domain of CPLd; CPM centro-posterior medial; DA dorso-anterior; DP dorso-posterior. Note that in this and the following ﬁgures, lineages of th
tritocerebrum, which have been insufﬁciently mapped up to the present point, are not shown. Bar: 20 μm.
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relatively low frequency. They measure between two and eight cells
and represented all three main classes of glia (surface glia, cortex glia,
neuropile glia; data not shown).
Apoptotic cell death in primary lineages
Previous studies had reported apoptotic cell death in the nervous
system of late embryos (Abrams et al., 1993; Rogulja-Ortmann et al.,
2007), and our clonal data for early larval brains yielded signiﬁcantly
smaller numbers of neurons per lineage compared to embryos (see
below). To address the question of cell death between the embryonic
and larval period we ﬁrst performed cell counts in brain hemispheres
(Fig. 3). The number of neurons and glia per brain hemisphere,
counted for ﬁve specimens, measures approximately 2600 in the late
embryo (stage 16) and 1600 in the L1 (for counting methods, seeMaterials and methods). This 40% reduction is closely paralleled by a
reduction in clone size (late embryo: average of 10.2, standard
deviation 2.6; L1 larva: average of 6.4, standard deviation 3.3; Fig. 2V).
Likewise, one observes (at roughly constant neuronal cell body
volume) a decrease in volume of the brain cortex (Figs. 3A–E): In late
embryos, the cortex measures approximately 180,000 μm3; in the L1
larva it is 130,000 μm3(both hemispheres combined) As the cortex
volume decreases, the neuropile volume increase from approximately
18,000 μm3 to over 40,000 μm3. Overall, the brain size remains
constant from late embryo to L1 larva.
The decrease in neuron number is due to apoptotic cell death, which
can be directly observed in confocal or TEM sections of L1 brains (Figs.
3D, G). In both, pyknotic cells and cell fragments are scattered
throughout the cortex. Previous studies had described cell death in
the CNS of late embryos (Abrams et al., 1993; Rogulja-Ortmann et al.,
2007), but not further quantiﬁed it or commented on the exact
Fig. 2. Morphogenesis of brain lineages during the embryonic period. Panels A–U show Z-Projections of horizontal confocal sections of right brain hemisphere (anterior to the top,
lateral to the right). Neuropile was labeled with anti-DNcad (red). Individual lineages (“primary clones”) were labeled by inducing mCD8-GFP (green) in embryonic neuroblasts at
around 5 h post fertilization. Each row(A–C, D–F, etc) shows clone representing a given group of lineages, indicated at the lower left corner (e.g., DAM, DAL, etc; see Fig.1). Left panel of
a given row shows clone at stage 13/14 (9–11 h);middle panel depicts clones ﬁxed at stage 15/early 16 (12–14 h); clones illustrated in right panel were ﬁxed at 15–17 h (stage late16/
early 17). Graphs in panel V quantify average number of cells per clone of a given group (upper graph) and average length of axon tract (PAT) at different stages of development. For the
measurements, 150 clones were analyzed quantitatively (BA: 20; BL: 32; CM: 4; DAL: 26; DAM: 10; DPL: 34; DPM: 9; MB: 15). For a given stage, the number of data points ranged
between three and 12. Somata could be individually counted because the GFP expression leaves the cell nucleus free of label, or labeled weakly. Error bars in the curves reﬂect one
standard deviation. For some families of lineages we did not have sufﬁcient representation at certain stages. For example, in case of DAM and DPMwe could score clones only at stage
15/16e and L1. We used the T-test to compare clone sizes and PAT length. To label the difference between averages as signiﬁcant, a p-value b0.05 was assumed. Colors represent
different groups of lineages; color key is given at top of lower graph. At all stages, lineages of the MB, DAL and DPL group are signiﬁcantly larger than lineages of BL, DAM and DPM
(p=0.05); differences in cell numbers among MB/DAL/DPL/BA, or DAM/DPM/BL/BA, are not signiﬁcant. The change in clone size over time is signiﬁcant for all lineage groups
between late embryo (stage 16l) and larva. Other than that, only the increase in size of MB lineages between stage 13/14 and 15/16e is signiﬁcant, as well as the dip in size of DPL
lineages. MB neuroblasts divide even in the late embryo, which explains the ﬁrst change; we have no explanation for the dip in the DPL curve. In regard to PAT length (lower graph),
differences among lineage groups at stage 13/14 are not signiﬁcant. The increase in PAT length between stage 15/16e and 16l is signiﬁcant (p=0.05) for all groups. Formore details see
text. For abbreviation of lineages and neuropile compartments see legend of Fig. 1. Other abbreviations: apt antenno-protocerebral tract, AEL after egg laying Bar: 20 μm.
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in clusters, often at the cortex-neuropile boundary, but also in the center
of the cortex or, more infrequently, at the cortex surface. The clustered
occurrence of apoptotic ﬁgures suggests that cell death is uneven for
different lineages: some lineages maybe reduced by a major fraction or
wiped out entirely, whereas others could be not affected at all.Arborization of primary lineages in the larval brain
GFP labeled clones provided information about the branching
pattern of primary lineages in the larval brain. Thus, the signiﬁcant
increase in neuropile volume reported above is caused by an increase
in neurite length and neurite arborization of primary neurons. Clones
Fig. 3. Apoptotic cell death of primary neurons at the embryo-larva transition. (A, B) Stage 16 embryonic brain hemisphere. A shows 3D digital model (lateral view, anterior to the left) in
whichneuropile (np) is rendered grey, cortex (cx) transparentmagenta. Activeneuroblasts (green) are associatedwith themushroombody (MB) andbasal-anterior compartment. Optic
lobeprimordium(OL) is renderedblue. B shows aparasagittal confocal section inwhichnuclei of neurons andglial cellswere labeledwith Sytox (individuallymarkedby bluedots). (C, D)
Representation of ﬁrst instar larval brain hemisphere as digital 3D model (C) and confocal section (D; same scale as A and B). Note increase in diameter of neuropile, and concomitant
decrease in thickness of cortex. Dense bodies inD (ap) are pycnotic nuclei of apoptotic neurons/glial cells. (E)Graph comparing volume of neuropile and cortex between stage 16 embryo
(left bars) andﬁrst instar larva (right bars; both hemispheres combined). (F)Graph comparing number of cells in cortexof one brainhemisphere between stage 16 embryo (left) andﬁrst
instar larva (right). (G) Electron micrograph of section of ﬁrst instar brain cortex, showing somata of neurons (ne) and apoptotic nuclei (ap). Bars: 10 μm (A); 2.5 μm (G).
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Fig. 4.Morphogenesis of lineages fromembryo to larva. All panels are Z-projectionsof confocal sectionsof brainhemisphere labeledwith anti-DNcadherin (red; neuropile) andantiGFP to
visualize individual lineages inwhich GFPwas activated in early embryo by the FLP;FRT technique. Except for S and T, all panels are arranged in triplets (A–C, D–F, G–I, J–L,M–O, P–R) that
correspond to lineage groups. In each triplet, the lineage group is indicated inﬁrst panel (e.g., panels A–C show lineage belonging to theDAMgroup). Theﬁrst panel of each triplet (e.g., A)
represents stage 16 embryonic brain (dorsal view, anterior up); the second panel (e.g., B) represents ﬁrst instar larval brain (anterior view; dorsal up); the third panel (e.g., C) shows late
third instar brain (anterior view, dorsal up). Panel T provides a schematic representation of different types of lineages encountered in brain (PD: separate proximal anddistal arborization;
C: continuous arborization; D: distal arborization). Note for all lineages shown themassive increase in arborization of primary neurons that occurs between late embryo and early larva
(i.e., compare ﬁrst and second panel of each triplet). Also, note presence of secondary neurons and secondary axon tracts in the lineages shown for third instar larva (indicated by white
arrow in third panel of each triplet). (A–C) DAM lineages. Cell bodies located in antero-medial-dorsal cortex. Typically C lineages, with diffuse crossed (dac dorsal anterior commissure)
arborization in DA and CA compartments, and descending axons throughmedian bundle (meB) to tritocerebrum and ventral nerve cord. (D–F) DPL lineages. Cell bodies in dorso-lateral
cortex. Typically C lineageswith ventrally andmedially directed branches inCPL, CPI, CPLd andDP compartments. Some commissuralﬁbers (see panelD). G–I: DAL lineages. Cell bodies in
antero-lateral cortex. Typically PD andC (as shownhere). Arborization inBC, CPI and CPM.Oftenwith commissural branches (H, I). (J–L) BA lineages. Cell bodies in ventro-anterior cortex.
Typically PD lineages (shown here) or D lineages. Examples shown are projection neuron lineages with proximal dendrites in the BA compartment (presumptive antennal lobe), axonal
path along antenno-protocerebral tract (apt), and axonal arborizations in calyx (CX) and CPLd compartment (presumptive lateral horn). (M–O) DPM lineages. Cell bodies in dorso-
posteriormedial cortex. Contains all types of lineages;D lineage shownhere. Terminal arborizations inBPMandBPL compartments; crossingbranches inVPC commissure.mlmedial lobe
ofmushroombody. (P–R) BL lineages. Cell bodies in dorso-lateral cortex.Mostly C lineageswith branches connecting BPL compartment and CPLd.Note that for the third instar brain, four
subgroups of BL lineageswere recognized on the basis of SAT projection (BLA, BLD, BLP, BLV; Pereanu and Hartenstein, 2006). In themuch smaller L1 brain, BL lineages as such are clearly
distinguishable, but cannot yet assigned unambiguously to these subclasses. (S) BLV lineage. Cell bodies in ventro-lateral cortex, branches in CPL and CPLd compartments. Bar 20 μm.
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296 C. Larsen et al. / Developmental Biology 335 (2009) 289–304visualized in L1 brains resemble embryonic clones in that cell bodies
are still clustered together and produce axons that fasciculate in
primary axon tracts. However, the sparse branching seen in late
embryos has increased dramatically (compare panels A/B, D/E, G/H,
and J/K of Fig. 4, or panels A/B and G/H of Fig. 5). Among the different
primary lineages represented by clones we can distinguish three
major patterns of arborization (Fig. 4T). The ﬁrst pattern is
characterized by distinct, spatially separate proximal and distal
arborizations. We call lineages showing this arborization pattern
“PD lineages”. Examples are the BA lineages that comprise projection
neurons with proximal dendrites in the BA compartment (antennal
lobe) and distal axonal arborizations in the CPLd compartment (the
primordium of the lateral horn; Pereanu et al., 2009; Figs. 4J–K). Also
the four mushroom body lineages with proximal dendrites in the
calyx and distal axons in the lobes are PD lineages (note, however, that
in the mushroom body neurons synapses occur at all levels along the
peduncle as well; Fahrbach, 2006). The second type of primary
lineages observed in L1 have arborizations distributed more or less
evenly along the entire length of the PAT (C lineages). Examples are
the engrailed-positive DPLam lineage (Fig. 5B), as well as the majority
of DPL and BL lineages visualized as clones (Figs. 4E, Q). Lineages of
the third type lack proximal arborizations; their ﬁber tract extends for
a considerable distance into the neuropile before branching into a
more or less complex distal arbor (D lineages). Examples for D
lineages are the per-positive BAmv lineage (Fig. 5Z), or the DPM
lineage in Fig. 4N.
In PD lineages, arborizations are spatially conﬁned to individual
neuropile compartments, such as the antennal lobe and CPLd (Figs.
4J–L; 5Q, R), or calyx and lobes (in case of the mushroom body; not
shown). The overall neuropile volume occupied by C lineages and D
lineages is typically larger than that of PD lineages and comprises
several adjacent compartments. However, one can distinguish in all C
lineages a “principal domain” of arborization to which the large
majority of branches is conﬁned, and a “peripheral domain” that
receives a few, long neurites. Examples are shown in Fig. 4: the
principal domain of the DPL lineage (Figs. 4D–F) is the CPLd and DP
compartment; the BPL and BPM compartments receive a few
peripheral long neurites. The principal domain of the DPMm lineage
(type D) is the BPM compartment, with sparse branches to the DP. The
principal compartment of most primary BL lineages (type C; Figs. 4Q,
R) is the BPL compartment, with peripheral branches to CPLd and DP.
In late third instar (L3) brains, clones induced in the embryo
comprise two very different elements: the differentiated primary
neurons, and the undifferentiated secondary neurons. The arboriza-
tion formed by primary neurons has grown in overall size, but
otherwise shows a pattern that is very similar to that seen in L1 brains.
This is exempliﬁed by the L1 and L3 clones shown side by side in Figs.Fig. 5.Morphogenesis of selected lineages marked by speciﬁc Gal4 driver lines. Panels represe
(red; neuropile) and antiGFP to visualize individual lineages inwhich UAS-mCD8-GFP is driv
that each row shows one speciﬁc lineage at four different developmental stages, indicated at
larva; the third (e.g., C) late third instar in which both primary and secondary neurons are la
ﬁfth (e.g., E) pupa 24 h after puparium formation; the sixth (e.g., F) adult. Except for pane
Engrailed-positive DPLam lineage; type (C) Primary neurons arborize widely in CPL, CPI, DP
neurons into CPL compartment; here it branches into medial branch that crosses over pedunc
develop along these axes (E, F), ﬁlling inferior medial and inferior lateral protocerebrum (IM
neighboring regions of superior lateral protocerebrum (SLP) and ventro-lateral protocereb
superior medial protocerebrum (SMP), the descendant of the DA compartment that was ﬁlled
positive BAla3 lineage. Both primary and secondary components of this lineage project long u
In addition, some secondary branches project latero-dorsally into VLP, and ventro-medial
Primary neurons project to BPM compartment and the region around the peduncle (CPI, CPL)
They form proximal arborizations (dendrites) in antennal lobe (AL in Q and R), and axonal a
tufts of ﬁlopodia along secondary axon tract in larva (arrowheads in P). (S–X) Period-positive
of the ellipsoid body (EBprim), which in larva forms part of CPM compartment. Secondary ne
of the same lineage form additional arborizations in lateral accessory lobe (LAL; descendant
BAmv1 lineage. D lineage with conspicuous crescent-shaped tract, projecting ﬁrst posterior
shaped body (FBprim), which forms part of the CPM compartment of the larval brain. Arboriz
LAL, fan-shaped body (FB), and superior medial protocerebrum (SMP). Bar: 20 μm.4E/F and K/L, or Figs. 5B/C,H/I, T/U, and Z/AA. In some instances, the
primary neuronal arborization grows in overall volume, but not
density of terminal branches. In this case, arborizations at the later
stage (L3) look rather sparse. An example is shown with the period-
positive DALv2 lineage, where primary neurons in L1 ﬁll the small BC
compartment “solidly” with ﬁne arborizations. By comparison, the
grown BC compartment of L3, although still receiving DALv2 branches
throughout its entire volume, looks relatively empty. In other cases,
not only does the overall arborization of a lineage grow with the
compartment(s) it is located in, but it keeps up with producing more
ﬁne branches, so that the density of innervation is maintained. An
example is shown with the DPLc lineage in Fig. 4E/F, and the en-
grailed-positive DPLam lineage in Fig. 5B/C.
Secondary axon tracts fasciculate with primary axons
Drosophila brain neuroblasts produce two subsets of progeny, the
primary neurons and secondary neurons. The microenvironment with
which these classes of neurons interact is quite different, and we
wanted to establish in how far the trajectory of PATs and the axons
formed by secondary neurons coincide. In the late larval brain,
secondary neurons form clusters of small, closely packed cells that are
located adjacent to primary neurons in more superﬁcial strata of the
cortex. Axons of these neurons also fasciculate and form the secondary
axon tracts (SATs; Dumstrei et al., 2003a,b; Pereanu and Hartenstein,
2006). Inmixed primary/secondary lineages visualized in clones or by
speciﬁc drivers, the two cell types can be told apart by the fact that
primary neurons are larger in diameter, are locatedmore deeply in the
cortex, and are less tightly packed than secondary neurons (the latter
probably due to the fact that primary neurons are individually
“packaged” by cortex glia, whereas secondary neurons are surrounded
by glia as a group; Pereanu et al., 2005; see also below).
Our results demonstrate that in all clones induced in embryos
(comprising both primary and secondary neurons), as well as in the
lineages visualized by speciﬁc Gal4 driver lines, primary and
secondary axons fasciculate with each other, or are at least extend
very close to each other (in Figs. 4C, I, L, O the SAT is pointed out by
white arrow). This implies that secondary axons may use primary
axons as “guiding substrate”. It also shows that the primary and
secondary neurons of a given lineage are related in terms of
connectivity and function. The close relationship between PAT and
SAT is shown even clearer in Figs. 5 and 6where, due to the availability
of lineage speciﬁc drivers, the shape of purely secondary lineages
(visualized by inducing clones after hatching) is compared to that of
the corresponding mixed primary/secondary lineages (compare Figs.
5C/D, I/J, O/P, U/V, AA/BB). In all cases, SATs represent unbranched
tracts that follow the same pathway as the corresponding primarynt Z-projections of confocal sections of brain hemisphere labeled with anti-DNcadherin
en by driver line engrailed-Gal4 (A–L) or period-Gal4 (M–DD). Panels are organized such
bottom of ﬁgure. The ﬁrst panel (e.g., A) shows embryo, the second (e.g., B) ﬁrst instar
beled; the fourth (e.g., D) late third instar with labeling of only secondary neurons; the
ls depicting embryos, which present dorsal view, all panels show anterior view. (A–F)
/DA, and CA compartments (A–C). Secondary axon tract (arrow in D) follows primary
le (ped) into CPI, and a ventral branch remaining in CPL. Branches of secondary neurons
P, ILP; descendants of CPI and CPL, respectively). Peripherally, branches continue into
rum (VLP). Interestingly, there seems to be no arborization of secondary neurons in
with primary neurites of the DPLam lineage (compare panels C and F). (G–L) Engrailed-
ndivided axon tract posteriorly (D lineage; see Fig. 4) and branch in BPM compartment.
ly into subesophageal ganglion (SOG). (M–R) Period-positive BAla1 lineage; type PD.
. Secondary neurons represent the class of multiglomerular antennal projection neurons.
rborizations in lateral horn (LH). Note how proximal and distal arbors are preﬁgured by
DALv2 lineage; type PD. Primary arborizations in BC compartment and the primordium
urons of this lineage formmajority of ring neurons of ellipsoid body (EB). Other neurons
of BC compartment) and inferior medial protocerebrum (IMP). (Y–DD) Period-positive
ly, then dorsolaterally, and ﬁnally dorso-medially towards the primordium of the fan-
ations in BC, BPM and FBprim. Secondary axons follow the same trajectory and branch in
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DPLam lineage. Panels of the left column show only the secondary
component of this lineage; the middle column represents secondary
plus primary component. The top panels (Figs. 6A, E) show sections of
the superﬁcial cortex where only secondary neurons are located. Close
to the cortex-neuropile boundary (Figs. 6B–F) are the large primary
neurons which are visible only in panel Fig. 6F. Note presence of
secondary axon tract closely adjacent to primary neurons. G–H are
sections of the superﬁcial neuropile where primary and secondary
axon tract are adjacent to each other. In the deep neuropile, primary
axons branch; the secondary axon tract remains a compact bundle.Secondary axons remain fasciculated and become the long ﬁber bundles
of the adult brain
Secondary axon tracts form conspicuous ﬁber bundles in the larval
brain. Are these bundles the forerunners of the axon fascicles that
interconnect different compartments of the adult brain? Do arboriza-
tions formed by the neurons of one lineage during metamorphosis
focus on speciﬁc brain compartments? At present, speciﬁc molecular
markers (i.e., Gal4 driver lines) exist for only about 20% of the lineages
of the central brain, which then can be followed into the adult stage,
and more work is required even for these 20 lineages to document in
Fig. 6. Spatial relationship between primary and secondary neurons. (A–D) Z-projections of confocal sections of part of third instar brain labeled with antibody Nc82 (white; labels
neuropile). Secondary neurons (only) of the engrailed-positive DPLam lineage are visualized by MARCM where heat shock to induce recombination was given shortly after larval
hatching. Panels show focal planes at different depth, indicated in schematic shown in panel I. A shows section near the cortex (cx) surface, containing the somata of secondary
neurons. B represents deep cortex, C superﬁcial neuropile, and D central neuropile. In B–D, secondary axon tract formed by secondary neurons of DPLam lineage is indicated by white
arrow. Note branching of SAT in central neuropile (D). (E–H, J–L) Z-projections of confocal sections of third instar brain hemisphere triple labeled with anti-DNcadherin (white in E–
H; labels neuropile), anti-Neurotactin (secondary neurons; red in E–H, white in J–L), and antiGFP to image the primary and secondary neurons of the DPLam lineage in which UAS
mCD8-GFP is driven by engrailed-Gal4. These panels show brain slices at similar levels as adjoining panels A–D; levels indicated in schematic of panel I. Superﬁcial panel (E) shows
secondary DPLam neurons (sn), expressing both GFP and Neurotactin. In deep cortex (F, J) the primary neurons (pn), labeled with GFP but not neurotactin, are visible. In superﬁcial
neuropile (G, K), the primary axon tract (PAT) and secondary axon tract (SAT; white arrow) can be seen side by side. The PAT expresses only GFP. The SAT expresses both Neurotactin
and GFP. In deep neuropile (H, L), labeling of SAT is faint, but still visible (see L). Primary axons have diverged to form primary axonal arborization (par). Bar: 10 μm.
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metamorphosis. However, the analysis of the material we have
assembled to date points out a number of generally valid principles
of lineage maturation between larval and adult stage. We refer in the
following to three lineages as examples, BAla1, BAmv1, and DALv2,
which are shown in Figs. 5 and 7. Fig. 5 (panel P–R for BAla1, panels V–
X for DALv2, and panels BB–DD for BAmv1) shows Z-projections of the
entire lineage; in Fig. 7, separate sections of the labeled lineages along
the ap axis are depicted.
(i) the SAT that exists in the late larva corresponds already in
length and trajectory to the SAT visible in the adult. Note, for
example, BAla1 (multiglomerular projection neurons of the
antennal lobe; see also Lai et al., 2008). BAla1 somata are
located in the antero-ventral cortex, close to the BAcompartment that will become the antennal lobe. The SAT
initially extends along the common antenno-protocerebral
tract. It then deviates laterally, passes underneath the
peduncle, and terminates in a discrete small domain of the
CPLd compartment from which the lateral horn develops
(Pereanu et al., 2009). A ﬁber bundle with exactly these
properties also appears in the adult brain. What is added are
proximal arborizations in the antennal lobe, and distal
arborizations in the lateral horn (Fig. 5R).
(ii) The elaboration of terminal arborizations seems to occur
rather synchronous in all lineages observed. Thus, in the
larva, only the SAT is present; in many lineages, tufts of
short ﬁlopodia foreshadow the occurrence of terminal
branches (arrowhead in Fig. 5P for BAla1, in Fig. 5BB for
BAmv1). At 24 h after puparium formation, all lineages show
Fig. 7. Secondary axon tracts develop into long ﬁber bundles of adult brain. A–L show frontal confocal sections of adult brain hemisphere labeled with antibody Nc82 (neuropile;
white). Rows correspond to the antero-posterior level of brain slice shown. Top row (A, E, I, K) corresponds to anterior level, showing optic tubercle (OTU) and horizontal lobes of
mushroom body (hl). Slices shown in second row (B, F, J, L) are slightly more posteriorly, at level of ellipsoid body (EB). Third row taken at level of fan-shaped body (FB), bottom row
at level of lateral horn (LH). In panels of left column (A–D) Nc82 was only marker used. In panels of second column (E–H), the secondary neurons of the BAla1 lineage are labeled by
GFP (driven by period-Gal4). Third column (I, J) shows period-positive DALv2 lineage; fourth column (K, L) shows period-positive BAmv1 lineage. Note that the coherent secondary
axon tracts of lineages now form long ﬁber bundles which are visible as Nc82-negative (i.e., synapse-free) “tunnels”, indicated by green arrows in panels of left column. Axons of
BAla1 join the common antenno-protocerebral tract (APTc; E), a massive, Nc82-negative landmark. At the level of the ellipsoid body (F) BAla1 axons diverge laterally and then pass
underneath the peduncle (p; in F and G), forming the medio-lateral APT (APTl). Further posteriorly, this tract continues straight towards the lateral horn (D, H). Axons of DALv2 (I, J)
pass underneath the horizontal lobe of themushroom body (I; see arrow in A) and then continuemedially towards the ellipsoid body (J, B), forming the lateral ellipsoid fascicle (LEF).
BAmv1 axons grow posteriorly as part of the longitudinal ventral fascicle (loV; panels K, L, C, D). Subsequently they turn upward laterally, thenmedially, to join the LEF at its posterior
face (L). (M) 3D digital model of left hemisphere of adult brain, shown in antero-dorso-lateral view. Outlines of all long fascicles that produce nc82-negative impressions ofmore than
1.5 μm diameter are shown shaded grey. One bundle, the APTl (marked by the BAla1 lineage; see panels E–H) is shown in color (blue). The mushroom body is shown for orientation
(CX calyx; hl horizontal lobes; vl vertical lobes; sp spur). Other abbreviations: AL antennal lobe; gc great commissure; ILP inferior lateral protocerebrum; IMP inferior medial
protocerebrum; LAL lateral accessory lobe; LH lateral horn; OL optic lobe; OTU optic tubercle; PLP postero-lateral protocerebrum; SLP superior lateral protocerebrum; SMP superior
medial protocerebrum; VLP ventro-lateral protocerebrum; VMC ventro-medial cerebrum. Bar: 40 μm.
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ments (Figs. 5E, K Q, W, CC); these ﬁbers grow in length
and terminal branch density to reach the adult conﬁguration
(Figs. 5F, L, R, X, DD).
(iii) Somata belonging to one lineage stay close together in the adult
cortex. The cortex volume occupied by one lineage is hardly any
larger in the adult than in the larva. This implies that there is
little tangential cell migration or intermingling of neurons in
the Drosophila brain.
(iv) The axons of one lineage remain fasciculated in the adult
brain. Since the SATs are typically surrounded by glia, and
lack synapses, they appear as distinct signal-negative “holes”
or impressions on confocal sections of preparations labeledwith antibodies against synaptic proteins, like Bruch pilot
(Nc82), Synaptotagmin, or DNcadherin. This is shown for the
BAla1, BAmv1 and DALv2 lineage in Fig. 7. Panels of the left
column show confocal sections of a brain labeled only with
Nc82 at different antero-posterior levels; columns E–H, I–J,
and K–L show sections at corresponding levels of brains in
which one lineage is labeled by GFP. Note that the SAT of a
lineage along its entire trajectory creates a Nc82-negative
impression that is invariant from one brain to the next. For
example, the Nc82-negative impression occupied by ﬁbers of
the BAla 1 lineage as they enter the antennal lobe from
ventro-laterally (Fig. 7E) can be identiﬁed in the section
shown in Fig. 7A (green arrow labeled “E”); similarly, the
Fig. 8. Relationship of glia and lineages. (A–C) Z-projections of frontal sections of adult
brain hemisphere, labeled with antibody Nc82 (neuropile; np). In A, anti-Engrailed
shows cell bodies of DPLam lineage, located in cortex (cx) ﬂanking the optic tubercle
(OTU). In B and C, cortex glia is labeled by GFP driven by Nrv2-Gal4. C presents a high
magniﬁcation view of the dorso-lateral cortex containing the Engrailed-positive DPLam
neurons (red). Cortex glia (green) forms sheaths around each individual neuron. No
specialized glial layer demarcates the boundary (arrow) between labeled neurons of
DPLam lineage and their unlabeled neighbors, which belong to different lineages. (D) Z-
projection of frontal section of ﬁrst instar brain hemisphere. Neuronal nuclei are labeled
by anti-Elav; cortex glia is labeled by Nrv2-Gal4NUAS-GFP. At this stage, all neurons in
brain cortex (cx) are differentiated, primary neurons. As in adult (see C), each
individual differentiated neuron is surrounded by cortex glial lamella. (E) Z-projection
of frontal confocal sections of late third instar brain hemisphere. As in B–D, cortex glia is
labeled (green). Newly born ganglion mother cells and secondary neurons, located in
superﬁcial cortex (cxs), are labeled by anti-DE-cadherin (red). Note that these
undifferentiated secondary neurons form clusters which are enclosed in large glial
chambers (arrow). As secondary neurons mature in deep cortex (cxd), they become
individually enclosed by glial lamella. Other abbreviations: AL antennal lobe; cxd deep
cortex. Bars: 40 μm (A, B); 10 μm (C, D, E).
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the antenno-protocerebral tract and turns laterally (compare
Figs. 7B/F, C/G, D/H. The same holds true for the SAT of the
other two lineages shown: the SAT of DALv2 forms part of
the lateral ellipsoid fascicle (LEF) shown in Figs. 7B and J;
BAmv1 axons initially form part of the longitudinal ventral
fascicle (loV in Fig. 7K; see green arrow with “K” pointing at
corresponding Nc82-negative impression in Fig. 7A); further
posteriorly, the SAT of BAmv1 curves dorsally (Fig. 7L and
arrow with “L” in Fig. 7B) and the laterally to join the LEF.
Based on these ﬁndings we predict that, after taking into
account the morphogenetic changes of metamorphosis
(growth of neuropile compartments), we can identify in
the adult brain the same pattern of SATs described for the
larval brain (Pereanu and Hartenstein, 2006). These SATs
represent the long ﬁber bundles interconnecting the differ-
ent compartments of the adult brain.
Lineages are not spatially segregated by glial sepata in the adult brain
cortex
It was stated above that neuronal somata belonging to one lineage
lie close to each other in the brain cortex. This could imply that
dedicated glial septa form around the neurons of a given lineage. Such
relationship between glia and lineages is mentioned in the literature
(e.g., Staudacher, 1998). However, double labeling of adult brains with
an antibody against neurons of a few lineages (anti-Engrailed; Fig.
8A) and a marker for glia (Nrv2-Gal4NUAS-GFP; Fig. 8B) demon-
strates that no such specialized boundary exists. Thus, thin processes
formed by cortex glia surround each individual neuronal cell body
(Fig. 8C). At the boundary between two lineages (arrow in Fig. 8C,
pointing at border between En-positive and En-negative cells, which
belong to different lineages) no thickening of the glial septa can be
detected. The same applies to the primary neurons found in the larva,
which are also individually wrapped by ﬁne glial processes (Figs. 8D,
E). Only clusters of young, undifferentiated secondary neurons, along
with the neuroblast that has produced them, are contained within
“communal” glial chambers which form a prominent feature of the
superﬁcial cortex of late larvae (Pereanu et al., 2005; Fig. 8E). As
secondary neurons mature cortex glial processes extend around
them. Thus, already at the late larval stages, all cells of the deep
cortex, including primary and old secondary neurons, are individually
wrapped by glia.
Discussion
The peculiar mode of generating ﬁxed lineages of neurons from a
small number of stem cell-like neuroblasts, so far found only in
insects and crustaceans, has been studied in great detail since many
decades (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; Stollewerk and
Simpson, 2005). More recent genetic studies on neuroblasts in Dro-
sophila have contributed signiﬁcantly to the identiﬁcation of
molecular factors involved in the asymmetric distribution of cellular
components, or the orientation of the mitotic spindle, during cell
division (Brody and Odenwald, 2002; Yu et al., 2006; Chia et al.,
2008). Less attention was given to the morphological characteristics
of the neurons that formed part of the cell lineages derived from
individual neuroblasts. In this paper we have addressed several
aspects of the structural development of the lineages forming the
Drosophila brain. Using GFP labeled clones, as well lineage speciﬁc
GFP expression by Gal4 driver lines, we followed the growth of
lineages from embryo to adult, focusing on cell number, neurite
trajectory and neurite arborization pattern. Our main interest was to
identify attributes that lineages had in common, or that neurons
belonging to a given lineage had in common, rather than emphasizing
the diversity of neuronal phenotypes.Pattern of growth and projection of embryonic (primary) lineages
Brain neuroblasts segregate from the procephalic (head) neur-
ectoderm during early embryogenesis. They form a layer of approxi-
mately 100 cells; within this layer, neuroblasts with a speciﬁc genetic
identity (i.e., pattern of expression of a certain set of transcription
factors) always occupy the same position (Younossi-Hartenstein et al.,
1996; Urbach and Technau, 2003).
Neuroblasts undergo 5–8 divisions in the embryo (Hartenstein et
al., 1987), producing that many ganglion mother cells; each ganglion
mother cell divides once and forms two neurons or glial cells. It should
be mentioned that one should expect exceptions to this general rule;
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cells derived from the mesectoderm divide only once (Bossing and
Technau, 1994). One neuroblast of the head, characterized by Rulifson
et al. (Wang et al., 2007), appears to produce only 8 neurons that all
express Dilp. However, as observed for the ventral cord, the large
majority of brain neuroblasts divide at intervals of 50–60 min after
their segregation, and therefore should produce 10–16 labeled cells by
the end of embryogenesis (Younossi-Hartenstein et al., 1996). The
clone sizes we obtained for late embryos were indeed quite uniform,
but were consistently smaller than the expected value, most of them
ranging between 8 and 12 cells. A similar discrepancy has been
observed in previous studies (Mandal et al., 2004; Ward and Skeath,
2000) using embryonic Flip-out clones. For example, mesodermal
clones that should comprise a total of 8–16 cells (based on four
mesodermal mitoses; Bate, 1993) are only two to six cells in average
(Mandal et al., 2004). The smaller than expected clone size is most
likely due to the time interval required for building up a sufﬁcient
level of Flipase. For both mesodermal and brain clones, expected and
observed clone size differ by about four cells, corresponding to two
rounds of mitosis. Assuming a cell cycle length of about 1 h, these data
point at a two-hour lag phase required for Flp build-up. In other
words, heat-shocking at around 3 h (and one cannot go earlier than
that, because it would interfere with gastrulation) will lead to ﬂip-out
around 5–6 h, the time when most neuroblasts, or mesodermal cells,
have already divided twice.
Aside from rather equal sizes, embryonic clones also behaved quite
uniformly in regard to the pattern of axonal projection. Neurons of one
lineage invariantly form a tight cluster and send axons in a single
bundle that we called primary axon tract (PAT; Younossi-Hartenstein
et al., 2006). PATs were always directed radially away from the surface.
Up until stage 15, PATs remained short and unbranched. They entered
the minuscule embryonic neuropile at the location closest to their
cluster of origin and stopped near the center of the brain; many
lineages located dorsally (DPL, DPM) projected towards the commis-
sure connecting the two brain hemispheres. Only during late
embryonic stages (late 16, 17; 15 h after fertilization) thin neurites
with higher order branches became visible. The fact that we did not
see longer axons (e.g., the pioneer axons establishing the major
embryonic brain tracts; Therianos et al., 1995; Nassif et al., 1998) at an
earlier stage is most likely due to the fact, discussed above, that our
clones did not included the ﬁrst born neurons. For the ventral nerve
cord, most of the pioneer axons (e.g., acc, pcc, RP2) are formed by
neurons that are the ﬁrst born in their lineage. Accordingly, if lineages
are visualized by dye injection (Bossing et al., 1996; Schmidt et al.,
1997), they are in most cases comprised of two different types of
neurons. One type has larger neurons with long axons that often
project in quite different directions (like acc and pcc in the Nb1.1
lineage); these neurons are typically located deep, adjacent to the
neuropile. The second type comprises smaller neurons, located more
superﬁcially in the cortex, and forming shorter and more uniform
projections. The ﬁrst type represents neurons born ﬁrst; the second
type later born neurons. Using Flip-out induced labeling of lineages,
we only see the later born neurons.
Cell death and cell rearrangement in the brain cortex
We show that a signiﬁcant number of primary neurons undergo
apoptosis at the embryo-to-larva transition. Cell death in the
developing arthropod CNS has been described frequently (Abrams
et al., 1993; Harzsch et al., 1999; Ganeshina et al., 2000); our data,
based on both single clone sizes as well as cell counts, put the ratio of
cell death occurring at the embryo-to-larva transition at 40%. As a
result of this massive amount of cell death, as well as local cell body
rearrangements, the cortex thickness shrinks considerably from late
embryo to early larva, whilst the volume of the neuropile increases
due to neurite branching. The same phenomenon can be observedduring the pupal phase: before onset of pupation, a stage when most
neuroblasts have ﬁnished or are close to ﬁnish dividing and the
number of neurons is maximal, the cortex measures 10–12 neuron
diameters in thickness (Dumstrei et al., 2003b). In the adult brain, the
cortex is very uneven in thickness. It is stretched out into a thin layer
of 1–2 cell diameters thickness over most of the brain surface (VH,
unpublished observation). At certain locations, in particular in
crevices in between compartments that form protrusions at the
posterior and anterior brain surface (e.g., calyx, optic tubercle,
antennal lobe, ventro-lateral protocerebrum), the cortex is 5–8 cell
diameters in thickness. During the same period, the neuropile volume
increases dramatically. Precise neuron cell counts do not exist yet for
the late larval and adult stages. Based on studies that focus on
individual lineages (e.g., BLVa1-3, VH and SH, unpublished) it is clear
that apoptotic cell death eliminates a major fraction of the secondary
neurons; whether it amounts to 40%, as in case of primary neurons
during the embryo-larval transition, remains to be seen.
The thinning of the brain cortex observed in the embryo-larval and
the larval-adult transition is accompanied by rearrangement of
neuronal cell bodies. These can be appreciated best when visualizing
individual lineages. As might be expected, neuronal cell bodies of a
given lineage form radially oriented, wedge- or column shaped
clusters in the late embryo (primary lineages) or late larva (secondary
lineages). In early larvae, primary neurons of a lineage are more
spread out tangentially; the same happens to secondary neurons in
the adult brain cortex. That being said, cell bodies of a lineage do stay
together as one cluster. There does not appear to be a large scale
intermingling of cell bodies of different lineages.
Another aspect of the architecture of the brain cortex that we
addressed in this study is the delineation, or absence thereof, of
lineages by glial cells. The notion appears in the literature (e.g.,
Staudacher,1998) that specialized glial boundaries separate clusters of
cells that belong to different lineages. This is deﬁnitely not the case in
Drosophila, as shown here for the cells of the engrailed-positive DPLam
lineage. Cortex glia forms a meshwork of processes, called trophos-
pongium (Hoyle et al., 1986; Buchanan and Benzer, 1993; Pereanu et
al., 2005), that wrap all neuronal cell bodies individually. The
trophospongium at the boundary between cells of different lineages
does not appear to be thicker, or specialized in any other way. Only at
the larval stagewhen secondary neurons are being generated, clusters
of newly born ganglion mother cells and neurons, located at the
surface around the neuroblasts, are enclosed as a group (a sublineage)
by cortex glia; as these cells are pushed away from the neuroblast by
subsequent divisions, they become individually wrapped by cortex
glia (Dumstrei et al., 2003b; Pereanu et al., 2005).
Terminal arborization of primary and secondary lineages: relationship of
lineages and compartments
Anatomical work on insect brains, employing methods such as
Golgi silver impregnation, dye backﬁlling and injection, or antibody
labeling, have visualized the arborization patterns of a large number of
individual neurons that vary enormously in size and shape. They
include giant neurons with arborizations reaching throughout most
compartments, as well small neurons with arbors restricted to
fractions of a single compartment (Strausfeld, 1976). To date, no
systematic effort was undertaken to investigate how parameters like
cell size or cell shape are represented numerically (are there 90% of
giant neurons and 10% of dwarfs, or vice versa?) or related to
development (are giants always born earlier than dwarfs? Do they
come from different lineages?). Our paper does not provide a
deﬁnitive answer to these questions, but presents a step along the
way that will, hopefully soon, arrive at these answers.
Neurons of most of the brain lineages visualized by clones or
speciﬁc Gal4 drivers share a common projection pattern and, most
likely, terminal arborization pattern. We deﬁne three main types of
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proximal and distal arborizations (e.g., MB lineages, BAla1 antennal
projection neurons, DALv2 ellipsoid body neurons), C lineages where
proximal and distal projections blend into each other (e.g., DPLam),
and D lineages which lack proximal arborizations (e.g. BAla3). At both
larval and adult stages, the arborization of most lineages is restricted
to a minor fraction of the neuropile volume (5–20%). Many PD
lineages and some C lineages outline discrete compartments; aside
from the well studied calyx and lobes of the mushroom body, deﬁned
by the four MB lineages (Ito et al., 1997), one can point at the BA
lineages that generate the antennal projection neurons (Lai et al.,
2008), the primary DALv2 linagewhose proximal arbors are restricted
to the larval BC compartment (this paper), many of the primary BL
lineages that outline the BPL compartment (this paper), or the BAla3
lineage that is mostly restricted to the BPM (Kumar et al., 2009).
Proximal arborizations of the secondary DPMpm, DPMm, and CM4
lineages deﬁne the protocerebral bridge; distal arborizations produce
the fan-shaped body and the noduli (Ito and Awasaki, 2008). Proximal
arbors of the secondary DALv2 deﬁne the “bulbs” (formerly called
“lateral triangle”), which represent the input domain of the ellipsoid
body. Distal secondary DALv2 neurons generate the ellipsoid body.We
propose that lineages such asMB, BAla/Bald, DPMm/DPMpm/CM4, or
DALv2 act to “scaffold” these compartments. According to this
hypothesis, each compartment, A′, has its own “scaffolding lineage”,
A (or set of scaffolding lineages). A “scaffolding lineage” would then
be deﬁned in the following manner: (i) during development, the
outgrowth of neurites from a lineage A actually creates the compart-
ment A′. If A is deleted, A′ also does not form. This has been shown
experimentally for the calyx, the compartment scaffolded by the four
MB lineages (Ito et al., 1997). (ii) The arborization of lineage A forms a
dense matrix of terminal axons on which synapses of A neurons
themselves, as well as extrinsic neurons that enter compartment A′
from the outside are made. Again, the calyx provides an example in
this case: electron microscopic investigations have shown that well
over two thirds of the postsynaptic terminal neurites belong to
neurons of the MB lineages (Yasuyama et al., 2002).
Our data suggest that a lineage-directed approach may facilitate
the analysis of Drosophila brain development and structure consider-
ably. This requires, ﬁrst and foremost, to identify suitable Gal4 driver
lines whose expression is restricted to one or a few lineages, and
which then can be used to label, ablate, activate, or otherwise
manipulate this lineage. Large scale screens are underway to attain
this goal (Pfeiffer et al., 2008). Lineage-speciﬁc driver lines will also be
crucial for the next step of the analysis, which looks at individual
neurons within lineages. Published data suggest that many lineages
can be subdivided “vertically” into two hemilineages, and “horizon-
tally” into several sublineages (Ito and Awasaki, 2008). Neuroblasts
produce series of ganglionmother cells (GMCs), each of which divides
into an “a” and a “b” daughter cell. It has been shown for many
lineages of the thoracic ganglia that all neurons of the a-hemilineage
share properties that are different from neurons of the b-hemilineage
(Jim Truman, pers. comm.). In some cases, a and b-hemilineages
produce different SATs; or one complete hemilineage undergoes
apoptosis, whereas the other one survives. Preliminary data suggest
that hemilineages also exist for the brain (VH and SP, unpublished).
Sublineages are groups of neurons born during a deﬁned time
interval. For example, the primary neurons represent one signiﬁcant
sublineage for each (hemi)lineage;most likely, as discussed above, the
primary neurons of most lineages can be further subdivided into
smaller subgroups. It has been shown that the lineages scaffolding the
fan-shaped body comprise multiple sublineages with different distal
arborizations. The fan-shaped body is subdivided into six horizontal
layers and eight vertical columns. All neurons of a given lineage (e.g.,
DPMpm) project to two distinct columns. Within a given lineage,
neurons born at different times form sublineages that target different
layers within the columns (Ito and Awasaki, 2008). We havepreliminary data that DALv2 forms sublineages whose distal arbors
deﬁne the discrete layers within the ellipsoid body (VH and SP,
unpublished). Other lineages may formmore overlapping projections;
for example, each neuron of one of the MB lineages forms dendritic
arbors that spread throughout most of the neuropile volume occupied
by the lineage as a whole (Ito et al., 1997).
Axonal projection of lineages: relationship of PATs, SATs and adult brain
fascicles
The neurons of the primary lineages formed during embryogenesis
form primary axon tracts (PATs) with invariant and characteristic
trajectories. Note that, following a widely upheld convention, we call
the unbranched processes that initially grow out from neurons
“axons”, irrespective of the fact that eventually, they will form
terminal side branches that carry postsynaptic sites, presynaptic
sites, or both. For some lineages, PATs can be still recognized in the
differentiated larval neuropile. That is particularly true for lineages
that form long PATs, like the antenno-protocerebral tract (see Figs. 3K,
L), central anterior protocerebral tract (CAPT), or various commissural
tracts. In other cases, the individual axons of one lineage may disperse
to a certain extent and form a loose bundle (see for example the DPL
lineage in Figs. 3E, F). Once secondary axon tracts (SATs) form, they
always extend in close proximity to the PATs of the corresponding
lineage. This conﬁrms that, even though several days pass between
the time when it has ﬁnished producing its primary lineage and starts
forming its secondary lineage, a neuroblast remains stationary, in
close contact with the primary neurons. As a result, secondary
neurons are born in contact with their older, primary siblings; the ﬁrst
primary axons they encounter when growing out their own axons are
the ones belonging to these siblings.
In the neuropile, SATs of several lineages form thicker bundles, or
fascicles. We will use the term fascicle because according to
convention it denotes a bundle of nerve ﬁbers with different
directionality and endings. In our previous characterization of
secondary lineages (Pereanu and Hartenstein, 2006) we have
characterized the most prominent fascicles. We show here that the
larval fascicles, formed by discrete sets of SATs, persist throughout
metamorphosis and become the brain fascicles of the adult. In adult
brain preparations labeled with markers for synapses, the fascicles
(formed by long axons lacking synapses) stand out as signal-negative
spaces.
Being able to follow fascicles from the larval period onward will
help to unravel the connectivity of the adult brain. At present, unlike
for vertebrate brains, our knowledge of the “macro-connectivity” (i.e.,
ﬁber bundles connecting different brain compartments) of the insect
brain is very rudimentary. We only know about a few ﬁber bundles,
such as the antenno-protocerebral tract connecting the antennal
compartment with the calyx. Other tracts have been tentatively
named on section-based maps of the adult brain (e.g., Strausfeld,
1976), but the beginning and ending of these tracts largely remains
unclear, and the tract names suggested are not in wide use. The
analysis of the secondary axon tracts will allow for a new and
systematic effort to unravel macro-connectivity of the brain.
Neural lineages in Drosophila and other animals
One of the key characteristics of neural development in Drosophila
(and probably insects in general) is that neurons of a lineage form a
relatively coherent unit, where somata, axons and major parts of their
arborizations stay together and deﬁne discrete modules of the brain
neuropile. In the few cases where experimental studies were done (Ito
et al., 1997; Stocker et al., 1997), removal of a particular lineage leads
to the absence of the corresponding module; there is little or no
regulation. How widespread are these insect-type neural lineages in
the animal kingdom? Do they exist in vertebrates?
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fate mapping studies where the birth and migration of neurons was
followed were done by the infection of progenitors with reporter-
construct carrying viruses or mitotic recombination (Tan et al., 1998;
Mathis and Nicolas, 2000, 2006). These experiments indicate that
clones of cells derived from individual neural progenitors do not form
structural modules where cell bodies all adhere to each other, and
axons form coherent bundles. Vertebrate neural progenitors (“neural
stem cells”) divide within the ventricular layer, or, in the forebrain, the
subventricular zone of the embryonic neural tube. Subsequently,
guided by radial glia (specialized neuroepithelial cells that later
become astrocytes; Mission et al., 1991), neurons migrate preferen-
tially radially. In a mouse study where labeled stem cells were
integrated into the 10.5 day anterior neural tube (presumptive
forebrain), the authors found that these cells undergo 9–11 rounds
of mitosis every 10 h, producing clones of approximately 600
pyramidal cells. (One might point out that this ﬁgure lies in the
same ballpark as the number of neurons produced by one insect
neuroblast. In Drosophila, most lineages consist of 150–200 neurons;
some lineages have more than 500 neurons; Bello et al., 2008). The
neurons of one clone were relatively close to each other, but left in
between them large spaces ﬁlled with unlabeled neurons, indicating
that cells of many neighboring clones intermingle. More importantly,
the dendritic or axonal projections of a clone did not form coherent
bundles. Aside from the radial clones of pyramidal cells, the authors
found clones of tangentially migrating neurons. These clones
correspond to the interneurons, which are born in a restricted domain
of the ventral forebrain (eminence), from where they spread out
tangentially to populate the different areas of the cortex (Zhu et al.,
1999).
One can conclude that vertebrate neural lineages, at least up to a
certain point in development, appear “open”: Cell bodies of
numerous lineages intermingle within a given volume of the brain
neuropile, and projections of members of a given lineage do not
form distinct bundles or compartments. Outside arthropods and
vertebrates, little is known about the relationship between neural
architecture and neural development. In various protostome taxa,
neuronal cell bodies in the cortex of the central nervous system are
clustered around axon bundles (e.g., plathelminthes: Morris et al.,
2004); whether these clusters of neurons correspond to lineages
remains to be shown.
Outlook
The fact that the Drosophila nervous system is composed of
structural modules that are in many cases deﬁned by discrete lineages
offers the exciting possibility of getting closer at the link between
genes and behavior. In a developmental sense, lineages represent
“units of gene expression”. The expression pattern of more than ﬁfty
transcription factors in speciﬁc embryonic neuroblasts has been
described (Urbach and Technau, 2003). In the embryo, a given
transcription factor becomes active in one, or a small number of,
neuroblasts; a particular neuroblast thereby acquires a “genetic
address”, consisting of speciﬁc sets of transcription factors. It is
thought that this genetic address will essentially be involved in
shaping the morphology and function of that lineage. Lineages also
represent to some extent structural modules of the brain. It stands to
reason that inmany cases, a lineagewith its highly restricted dendritic
arborization and axonal pathway, will be involved in a single or a
limited number of behaviors, or, probably more accurately, “beha-
vioral subroutines”. If that is indeed correct, one can manipulate the
structural module scaffolded by a given lineage, and thereby address
its function, and what aspects of that function is controlled by a given
gene expressed in the lineage. For example, completely removing that
lineage by driving a cell death-inducing gene, using a lineage speciﬁc
promoter, would eliminate the module. Behavioral assays may show,in most cases, the deterioration of certain behavioral subroutines.
Using the same driver to modify the expression of genes speciﬁcally
found in a particular lineage, one might be able to manipulate the
genes one at a time, to ﬁnd that one gene may be simply involved in
increasing the cell number in that lineage, or the density of synapses
in the scaffolded compartment, etc. By systematically following this
approach for each one of the ∼100 lineages of the brain the
expectation is that we will arrive at a much better understanding of
how genes control behavior.Acknowledgments
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